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page 67 alarm and alert codes alarm alarm
alert description code alert circuit a
compressor 1 t051 alert failure circuit a
compressor 1 a051 alarm failure circuit a
compressor 2 t052 alert failure circuit a
compressor 2 a052 alarm failure circuit b
compressor 1 t055 alert failure circuit b
compressor 1 a055 and troubleshooting
information for the aquasnap 30rap air cooled
chillers see table 1 these chillers are
equipped with comfortlink controls and
electronic expansion valves exvs conventions
used in this manual the following conventions
for discussing configuration points for the
local display scrolling marquee or navigator
accessory table 38 alarm and alert codes cont
alarm alert code alarm or alert description
why was this alarm generated action taken by
control reset method probable cause t200 alert
cooler flow interlock contacts failed to close
at start up 3 general this publication
contains controls operation start up service
and troubleshooting information for the
30rb060 390 air cooled liquid chillers with
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electronic controls ty codes wear safety
glasses and work gloves use care in han dling
rigging and setting this equipment and in
handling all elec trical components the work
area should be well ventilated refrigerant in
warning electrical shock can cause personal
injury and death shut off all power to this
equipment during installation there may be
table 38 alarm and alert codes cont legend
compressor failure alerts a048 circuit a
compressor availability alarm this alarm
occurs when two compressors are unavailable to
run on a 3 compressor circuit the control
ensures proper oil return by ensuring a
circuit does not operate with one compressor
for the aquasnap chiller is an effective all
in one package that is easy to install and
easy to own aquasnap chillers operate quietly
and efficiently value added features include
rotary scroll compression hfcn poru
refrigerant r 410a low sound aeroacoustic fan
system easy to use comfortlink controls i have
a aquasnap 30rb060 the second stage is
starting and stoping the trouble codes are
cob1 cob2 cob3 this is related to scroll
protection module the only diag on this part
is power and ground i would gladly replace it
if i could verify its bad ii also have a
history code b2 05 and when unit shuts off i
get b2 03 any ideas we have a carrier aquasnap
30mpa chiller and it is repeatedly tripping on
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alarm code a201 cooler flow interlock contact
opened during normal operation and we re at a
bit of a loss the external pumps are working
we have 30 psi system pressure and a 7 psi
delta p across the machine the system has been
bled so actual flow doesn t seem to t116 and
t117 alarms both of these alarms are manual
reset that has to reset at the chiller this is
a low cooler suction temp alarm for each
circuit it is caused when the the circuit
reaches temp and shuts down 6 times within 30
minutes forum rules i ve got a carrier 30rap
aquasnap chiller that is intermittently
tripping on an a156 alarm critical serial
eeprom storage failure customer is able to
reset the chiller and unit runs talked to a
guy that works for us and used to work for
carrier and he said that if it is able to be
reset then it most likely isn t a board
problem service and troubleshooting
information for the aquasnap 30rap air cooled
chillers see table 1 these chillers are
equipped with comfortlink controls and
electronic expansion valves exvs conventions
used in this manual the follow ing conventions
for discussing configuration points for the
aquasnap panel is in alarm status no air
conditioning to rooms model 30mpw03050a01005
carrier aquqsnap panel in answered by a
verified hvac technician carrier aquasnap
ran010 511 keeps shutting down w alarm status
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alarm 077 after 1 hour of operation year 2002
alarm answered by a verified hvac technician
fig 4 aquasnap chiller model number
designation 30rap011 060 legend emm energy
management module gfi ground fault
interrupting mchx microchannel heat exchanger
sccr short circuit current rating a30 5718
high efficiency variable condenser fans codes
d f g h j and k are the only choices for sizes
011 and 016 30ra jan 2006 posts 9 post likes
30rba1005 shut down carrier aquasnap i have
several of these aquasnap chillers here in
lewiston id it was in the 90 s today and will
be warmer on sat so here is the issue
30rba1005 2606q81769 the alarm light is on
solid the alarm code is fcno inital factory
configuration required
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carrier aquasnap air cooled
chillers with manualslib Apr
28 2024
page 67 alarm and alert codes alarm alarm
alert description code alert circuit a
compressor 1 t051 alert failure circuit a
compressor 1 a051 alarm failure circuit a
compressor 2 t052 alert failure circuit a
compressor 2 a052 alarm failure circuit b
compressor 1 t055 alert failure circuit b
compressor 1 a055

controls start up operation
service and troubleshooting
Mar 27 2024
and troubleshooting information for the
aquasnap 30rap air cooled chillers see table 1
these chillers are equipped with comfortlink
controls and electronic expansion valves exvs
conventions used in this manual the following
conventions for discussing configuration
points for the local display scrolling marquee
or navigator accessory
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49 table 38 alarm and alert
codes cont carrier aquasnap
Feb 26 2024
table 38 alarm and alert codes cont alarm
alert code alarm or alert description why was
this alarm generated action taken by control
reset method probable cause t200 alert cooler
flow interlock contacts failed to close at
start up

controls start up operation
service and troubleshooting
Jan 25 2024
3 general this publication contains controls
operation start up service and troubleshooting
information for the 30rb060 390 air cooled
liquid chillers with electronic controls

controls start up operation
service and troubleshooting
Dec 24 2023
ty codes wear safety glasses and work gloves
use care in han dling rigging and setting this
equipment and in handling all elec trical
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components the work area should be well
ventilated refrigerant in warning electrical
shock can cause personal injury and death shut
off all power to this equipment during
installation there may be

carrier aquasnap mpw015 045
user manual page 50 80 Nov 23
2023
table 38 alarm and alert codes cont legend
compressor failure alerts a048 circuit a
compressor availability alarm this alarm
occurs when two compressors are unavailable to
run on a 3 compressor circuit the control
ensures proper oil return by ensuring a
circuit does not operate with one compressor
for

product 30rap010 150 60 hz
aquasnap data 30rap070 150 50
Oct 22 2023
the aquasnap chiller is an effective all in
one package that is easy to install and easy
to own aquasnap chillers operate quietly and
efficiently value added features include
rotary scroll compression hfcn poru
refrigerant r 410a low sound aeroacoustic fan
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system easy to use comfortlink controls

aquasnap trouble codes hvac
talk Sep 21 2023
i have a aquasnap 30rb060 the second stage is
starting and stoping the trouble codes are
cob1 cob2 cob3 this is related to scroll
protection module the only diag on this part
is power and ground i would gladly replace it
if i could verify its bad ii also have a
history code b2 05 and when unit shuts off i
get b2 03 any ideas

carrier 30mpa a201 alarm hvac
talk Aug 20 2023
we have a carrier aquasnap 30mpa chiller and
it is repeatedly tripping on alarm code a201
cooler flow interlock contact opened during
normal operation and we re at a bit of a loss
the external pumps are working we have 30 psi
system pressure and a 7 psi delta p across the
machine the system has been bled so actual
flow doesn t seem to

carrier 30ran aquasnap chiller
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problem hvac talk Jul 19 2023
t116 and t117 alarms both of these alarms are
manual reset that has to reset at the chiller
this is a low cooler suction temp alarm for
each circuit it is caused when the the circuit
reaches temp and shuts down 6 times within 30
minutes

aquasnap chiller intermittent
alarm hvac talk Jun 18 2023
forum rules i ve got a carrier 30rap aquasnap
chiller that is intermittently tripping on an
a156 alarm critical serial eeprom storage
failure customer is able to reset the chiller
and unit runs talked to a guy that works for
us and used to work for carrier and he said
that if it is able to be reset then it most
likely isn t a board problem

30rap010 150 air cooled
chillers and 30rap011 060
carrier May 17 2023
service and troubleshooting information for
the aquasnap 30rap air cooled chillers see
table 1 these chillers are equipped with
comfortlink controls and electronic expansion
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valves exvs conventions used in this manual
the follow ing conventions for discussing
configuration points for the

aquasnap panel is in alarm
status no air conditioning to
Apr 16 2023
aquasnap panel is in alarm status no air
conditioning to rooms model 30mpw03050a01005
carrier aquqsnap panel in answered by a
verified hvac technician

carrier aquasnap ran010 511
keeps shutting down w alarm
Mar 15 2023
carrier aquasnap ran010 511 keeps shutting
down w alarm status alarm 077 after 1 hour of
operation year 2002 alarm answered by a
verified hvac technician

aquasnap 30rap018 150 air
cooled chillers and carrier
Feb 14 2023
fig 4 aquasnap chiller model number
designation 30rap011 060 legend emm energy
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management module gfi ground fault
interrupting mchx microchannel heat exchanger
sccr short circuit current rating a30 5718
high efficiency variable condenser fans codes
d f g h j and k are the only choices for sizes
011 and 016 30ra

30rba1005 shut down carrier
aquasnap hvac talk Jan 13 2023
jan 2006 posts 9 post likes 30rba1005 shut
down carrier aquasnap i have several of these
aquasnap chillers here in lewiston id it was
in the 90 s today and will be warmer on sat so
here is the issue 30rba1005 2606q81769 the
alarm light is on solid the alarm code is fcno
inital factory configuration required
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